Oxford
Cambridge
Boat Race
Activity Book
A book of activities for your
mind, body and soul.

Did You Know?
The Oxford Cambridge Boat
Race
Both Cambridge crews (CUBC /
CUWBC) wear light blue, whilst
Oxford crews (OUBC / OUWBC)
wear dark blue.
The teams compete in eight-oared
rowing boats, each steered by a
cox who sits in the stern or back of
the boat. The cox is the only crew
member who faces in the direction
they are moving.
All four clubs train and select the
rowers and cox for their
university's crew. All of the crew
members are students. The four
crews are known as the Blue Boats
after the award their universities
give them for competing in the
Race.
Both universities have reserve
crews. For the men, Oxford's
reserve boat is called Isis,
Cambridge's is called Goldie. The
women's reserve boats are called
Osiris (Oxford) and Blondie
(Cambridge).

The Boat Race: Fun Facts
Although the Cambridge men

Although the Cambridge men

didn’t have the best start to

didn’t have the best start to

their Boat Race story, they’ve

their Boat Race story, they’ve

made up for it since, and lead

made up for it since, and lead

the table with 84 victories to

the table with 84 victories to

Oxford’s 80. Cambridge’s women

Oxford’s 80. Cambridge’s women

are even further ahead with 44

are even further ahead with 44

wins, 14 more than Oxford.

wins, 14 more than Oxford.

The fastest finish time is 16

In 1912, exceptionally poor

minutes and 19 seconds by

conditions led to both boats

Cambridge men's team in 1998.

disappearing below the surface

Cambridge women's team hold

and the race being abandoned.

the record in their event - 18

In 1978, Cambridge were on

minutes and 33 seconds in

their way to victory when the

2017. In 1860, the same

boat started taking in water. It

university recorded the slowest

sank before the finish line,

time so far, taking 26 minutes

allowing Oxford the title.

and five seconds to cross the
finish line.
The Boat Race goes ahead

whatever the weather. Such
hardy nature is admirable, but
can lead to crews sinking when
the elements get too much.

The Championship Course
The majority of the races have
taken place at the same course,
known as the Championship
Course. The course is 4 miles,
374 yards or 6.8 km long. It
stretches between Putney and
Mortlake on the River Thames
in South West London.
The crews who win the coin
toss before the Race choose
which side (or station) they will

race on. The stations are known
as Middlesex and Surrey, with
advantages and disadvantages
for each side because of the
bends in the river.
The Race starts downstream of
Putney Bridge and passes under
Hammersmith Bridge and
Barnes Bridge before finishing
just before Chiswick Bridge.

Practice Your Boat
Making Skills

1. Take your A4
paper and fold it
in half

4. Lift the middle and
push sides together

7. Pull apart the sides
and shape into a boat

2. Fold the corners
in

5. Fold the
bottom points
up

8. You will now have
your very own paper
boat

3. Fold along the
bottom on both
sides

6. Lift the middle
and push the sides
together

Boat Race Colouring

Boat Poem
Draw a picture of a boat then try and create a poem below
using the letters provided to start each sentence.
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Boat Race Statistics
The fastest time for the boat

The smallest winning margin

race is 16 minutes 19 seconds.

(the distance between the two

Cambridge did this is 1998.

boats at the finish) was just
0.3048m. This was in 2003

Christopher Hibbert was the

and was a very exciting race!

heaviest oarsman to row in the
boat race. He weighed

The tallest oarsman rowed for

110.22.kg

Cambridge. He took part 4
times in the boat race in 1999,

Alfred Higgins was the lightest

2000, 2001 and 2002. He

oarsman to row in the boat

measured 2m 7cm.

race. He weighed 60.1.kg. he

took part in 1882. But there

In 1981, Sue Brown (Oxford),

were 2 tiny coxes who took

was the first woman to take

part in 1862 and 1939 Francis

part in the boat race.

Archer (Cambridge) and Hart
Massey (Oxford) both weighed

The first twins rowed in the

just 32.66kg

boat race in 1982.

Matthew Brittin (Cambridge)

In 1989, both Oxford and

was the youngest person to

Cambridge had female coxes.

take part in the boat race. He
was just 18 years old in 1987.

River Thames Colouring
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